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Question 1: Do you agree with our proposals
to add the 6425-7070 MHz band to the Shared
Access framework?

No.
I don’t accept that it is right to roll out higher
frequencies. It is well known that existing socalled electro-smog and this is already making
people ill.
I am not aware that you or anyone else has
undertaken a full and proper, independent
Health and Environmental Impact Assessments.
Who and on what basis has anyone said this is
safe to roll out?

Question 2: Do you have any comments on
potential uses for this licence?

Yes We are already being bombarded with
electro-smog. Why should we (and all the
creatures on Earth) have to be subjected to
more high frequencies, which are particularly
harmful to. Have you undertaken truly
independent Strategic Health or Environmental
Impact Assessments?
There is no shortage of information on the
harm being heaped on people – if you are
prepared to look without a preconceived idea
of what is happening to those impacted by
EMF’s.
I did a search and found there are well over
1,000 scientific papers on the threats and
consequences for people. Have you done that?
Have you thought to put the links on your
website?
This link provides a huge wealth of information
on the problems. www.EMF-portal.org

Question 3: Do you have any comments on our
proposed licence conditions, licence fee or
minimum separation distance?

It is not acceptable to make the conditions all
about the applicant. What about those
“bystanders” who don’t want this, or are
impacted by it, who have little “say” in what is
bombarding their body and the bodies of their
family and friends?
Do people have the right not to be exposed to
this “assault”? A bit like they have increasing
protection against many other forms of
pollution such as agrochemical sprays. We are
even seeing laws coming to restrict fires in
people’s airspace.

Question 4: Do you have any comments on our
technical analysis?

Rather than focus just on a Technical Analysis,
shouldn’t you add an Health and Environmental
analysis. This would need to include not just
humans but all creatures as every living being
can be affected by microwaves and electro
smog. Talk with some of my beekeeping friends
if you want proof of problems. They and other
insects are some of the most sensitive, but
have no voice and yet we depend on them in a
big way for many “services”.

